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We report a high precision measurement of electron beam polarization using Compton polarimetry.13

The measurement was made in experimental Hall A at Jefferson Lab during the CREX experiment14

in 2020. A precision of dP/P = 0.36% was achieved detecting the back-scattered photons from15

the Compton scattering process. This is the highest precision in a measurement of electron beam16

polarization using Compton scattering ever reported, surpassing the ground-breaking measurement17

from the SLD Compton polarimeter. Such precision reaches the level required for the future flagship18

measurements to be made by the MOLLER and SoLID Experiments.19

I. INTRODUCTION20

The Calcium Radius Experiment (CREX) is a preci-21

sion determination of the neutral weak form factor of22

48Ca [1]. The form factor is determined from a pre-23

cise measurement of the parity-violating (PV) asymme-24

try APV in elastic scattering of longitudinally polarized25

electrons from 48Ca.26

The asymmetry of approximately 2.7 ppm was mea-27

sured to 4% statistical precision and 1.5% systematic pre-28

cision. From this asymmetry, the weak form factor and29

the difference between the weak and charged form factors30

were extracted. The resulting neutron skin thickness,31

with additional uncertainty from the extraction model,32

is relatively thin yet consistent with many model calcu-33

lations.34

While the dominant uncertainty in the CREX mea-35

surement was statistical, one of the more important sys-36

tematic uncertainties was due to the measurement of37

the beam polarization. In many experiments, the lead-38

ing source of systematic uncertainty is knowledge of the39

beam polarization [2, 3].40

Polarimetry of an electron beam with GeV energy is41

accomplished using either Compton scattering from cir-42

cularly polarized laser photons or Møller scattering from43

atomic electrons in a polarized metallic foil, where the44

target photons or electrons must have a known polariza-45

tion. The Compton technique allows continuous moni-46

toring at high electron beam currents synchronous with47

the experiment while the Møller technique samples at48

specific times with low beam current during which the49

experiment cannot run. The electron polarization does50

not depend significantly on the beam current [5], but to51

meet stringent precision goals, parity violation measure-52

ments make use of both Compton polarimetery, to con-53

tinuously monitor variations of beam polarization with54

time, and Møller polarimetry, as it has independent sys-55

tematic uncertainties with comparable precision.56

In this paper we focus on the improvements in the57

Compton polarimetery technique that were made in ex-58

perimental Hall A at Thomas Jefferson National Accel-59

erator Facility (Jefferson Lab) that resulted in achieving60

a new level of precision. In Sec. II we give an overview61

of the Compton polarimeter and review the evolution of62

the system since it’s initial commissioning more than 2063

years ago. In Sec. III we describe the setup of the laser64

which constitutes the polarized photon target and our65

determination of the laser polarization. In Sec. IV we66

describe the system for detecting the high energy scat-67

tered photons and its use to determine the electron beam68

polarization. In Sec. V we present the results of the elec-69

tron beam polarization measurement and summarize the70

uncertainties.71

II. HALL A COMPTON POLARIMETER72

The Compton polarimeter in Hall A at JLab is a sig-73

nificantly upgraded version of the system reported in74

Refs. [6–8]. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1.75

The electron beam is diverted vertically in a four-dipole76

magnetic chicane so it can interact with a photon target.77

Circularly polarized green-laser light of 532 nm wave-78

length is injected into a Fabry-Pérot optical cavity, in79

the beam-line vacuum, with a gain of approximately 250080

and a 1.3° crossing angle with the electron beam. The81

laser system is mounted on a vibration damped optical82

table between dipoles 2 and 3, Fig. 2. Dipoles 1 and 283

are matched so there is no net polarization precession84

on the path to the laser interaction point. Similarly,85

dipoles 3 and 4 return the beam to the original beamline86

without net precession. The Compton-scattered photons87

pass through an aperture in the third magnet and are de-88

tected. The Compton-scattered electrons are momentum89
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the Compton polarimeter in Hall A (not to scale). The beam is deflected using a magnetic chicane to
interact with a laser target. Compton scattered photons are detected in an integrating detector. Figure adapted from [4].

analyzed by the third dipole magnet and could be used90

for polarimetry but were not used in this measurement.91

The Compton analyzing power Ap depends on the en-92

ergies of the incident and scattered particles. For an elec-93

tron beam of 2.18GeV, scattering from green (532 nm)94

photons, Ap reaches a maximum of 7.5% at the kine-95

matic endpoint for backscattered photons of 158MeV.96

Integrated over the full scattered energy spectrum and97

weighted by the response of the photon calorimeter, the98

analyzing power is 3.6%. For the CREX experiment, the99

electron beam polarization was held constant for short100

time “windows”, with new windows of matching or re-101

versed polarization selected at 120Hz. These helicity-102

state windows are generated in “quartet” patterns of103

+−−+ or −++−, with the quartets chosen in a pseudo-104

random sequence. A typical electron beam current of105

150µA and cavity laser beam power of 2.2 kW led to a106

Compton scattering rate of 210 kHz. For the measure-107

ment techniques used, the asymmetry averaged over the108

full spectrum could be measured to a statistical precision109

of 0.5% of itself in about one hour of continuous data tak-110

ing, with the primary sources of noise relating to random111

variations in backgrounds rather than photon-counting112

statistics.113

The original Hall A Compton polarimeter photon de-114

tection and data acquisition system [8] was upgraded in115

2009, with an approach optimized for high precision at116

low beam energies [9]. The existing lead-tungstate pho-117

ton calorimeter was replaced with a Ce-doped Gd2SiO5118

(GSO) crystal which was faster and produced more light.119

The data acquisition system was upgraded to support an120

integrating readout of the photon detector, which elimi-121

nates uncertainties from triggering and threshold effects.122

This system was used to measure the polarization for123

HAPPEX-III [10], run in 2009, to dP/P = 0.96%, domi-124

nated by a 0.8% uncertainty in the laser polarization.125

The polarimeter was further upgraded in 2010 to use126

a frequency doubled green laser [11], which was criti-127

cal for the PREX [2] measurement at a beam energy128

of only 1.06GeV. The polarization was measured to129

dP/P = 1.13%, and again was dominated by a 0.7% un-130

certainty in the laser polarization. This system in Hall A131

was also used for dn2 [12, 13] (2009), PVDIS [3] (2009) and132

DVCS [14] (2010) experiments, which had less stringent133

requirements for the beam-polarization measurements.134

The Qweak Experiment [16], which ran in 2010-2012135

in Hall C at Jefferson Lab, used a 10W, 532 nm laser136

with 200-fold cavity gain and detected the scattered elec-137

tron instead of the photon. The laser polarization was138

measured to 0.18% using an optical reversibility the-139

orem [17] which allowed a measurement of the polar-140

ization to dP/P = 0.59% precision at an energy of141

only 1.16GeV [4]. The uncertainty was dominated by142

knowledge of the detector efficiency due to unexpected143

noise from the electron detector and corresponding high144

thresholds. This result brought polarimetry at JLab145

into the realm of the 1994-1995 run of the SLD exper-146

iment at SLAC, which reported a polarization precision147

of dP/P = 0.5% [18, 19] at a significantly higher beam148

energy 45.6GeV.149

In this work, we combine the integrating photon de-150

tector used in Hall A with the laser advancements from151

Hall C to achieve the highest precision electron beam po-152

larimetery that we are aware of, and identify areas with153

further room for improvement.154

III. LASER SYSTEM155

The laser system for the Hall A Compton polarimeter156

has been comprehensively described in Ref. [11]. Here157

we provide a brief summary. Green laser light at 532 nm158

is provided via a frequency doubled 1064 nm laser sys-159

tem. A narrow linewidth NPRO laser (at 1064 nm) is160

amplified to 5–7W using a fiber amplifier and frequency161

doubled via a 50mm long PPLN crystal, resulting in a162

laser power at 532 nm of about 0.6–1W. The resulting163

narrow linewidth light is then coupled into a high finesse164

(≈ 12,000) Fabry-Pérot cavity. The stored power in the165

cavity (typically 2–2.4 kW) then provides the “photon166

target” for the electron beam.167

A crucial component of the Compton laser is the sys-168

tem for preparing and determining the laser polarization169

inside the Fabry-Pérot cavity. Previous experiments in170

Hall A had inferred the polarization in the cavity by171

measuring the polarization in the exit line. This ne-172

cessitated the use of a transfer function to describe the173

the evolution of the laser polarization after the second174

cavity mirror, as it is transported outside the beamline175

vacuum via steering mirrors and vacuum exit window.176

This technique has the drawback that the transfer func-177

tion must be determined with the system at atmospheric178
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FIG. 2. Optics layout for measurement of the degree of circular polarization (DOCP) in the Fabry-Pérot cavity. After the first
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) the laser polarization is linear, transformed to an arbitrary state by the quarter and half wave
plates (λ/4 and λ/2) . The wave plates are typically set so that the polarization will be circular when stored inside the cavity,
incorporating the birefringence of the steering mirrors and vacuum window (VW). The “entrance function” is determined
via measurements in the entrance function photo-diode (EFPD) with the cavity unlocked. When the cavity is locked, light
transmitted through the cavity is sent to a polarimeter consisting of a rotating quarter wave plate, polarizing beamsplitter,
and another photodiode (PPD = polarizer photodiode) after passing through a non-polarizing beam splitter (NPBS). Other
diagnostics include the photodiode used for the cavity feedback (RPD=reflected photodiode) and a power meter (PM) to
monitor the cavity power [15].

pressure and with certain beamline elements removed.179

Hence, any change in the vacuum window birefringence180

due to changes in mechanical stress and vacuum pressure181

were not accounted for. These effects are potentially sig-182

nificant and must be controlled. At high precision, the183

birefringence within the cavity caused by multiple reflec-184

tions from the cavity mirrors must also be taken into185

account. While the effect of this is small for a single re-186

flection, the cumulative effect for the stored laser light187

can become significant. Previous measurements did not188

consider this effect because they either used a low gain189

cavity or because the effect was expected to be small190

compared to the precision with which the laser polariza-191

tion could be determined. Here we use the same optical192

reversibility theorem as was previously used in Hall C,193

Ref. [17], which shows that on reflection from a mirror,194

the reflected laser beam can be described using the in-195

verse of the matrix of the forward propagating beam. As196

a consequence, starting with a known polarization before197

the beamline vacuum and cavity and characterizing the198

returning polarization state allows determination of the199

polarization state at the first mirror of the cavity without200

requiring detailed knowledge of the birefringent proper-201

ties of the optical elements between the initial laser beam202

and the first cavity mirror.203

Determination of the laser polarization for the CREX204

experiment was performed in three stages (see Fig. 2):205

1. With the Fabry-Pérot cavity at 1 atm and the206

beamline open, a model of the evolution of the207

laser polarization (the “entrance function”) from208

the polarization-defining polarizing beam splitter209

(PBS) to the first cavity mirror was constructed210

by scanning over the full laser polarization phase211

space using a quarter-wave plate and half-wave212

plate placed immediately after the PBS, and mon-213

itoring the light reflected back from the cavity214

(when not locked) in the entrance function photo-215

diode (EFPD), which collects the light that passes216

through the PBS in the reverse direction. This217

technique has been described in [4], in which it218

was used primarily to determine the quarter and219

half-wave plate settings that would result in 100%220

degree of circular polarization (DOCP) at the cav-221

ity entrance. In this case, we employ the entrance222

function, to prepare an arbitrary laser polarization223

state at the entrance to the cavity.224

2. To determine the impact of the possible birefrin-225

gence in the cavity, several measurements were226

made of the laser polarization after the cavity with227

the cavity locked. Modulo transmission through228

the 2nd cavity mirror, this represents the polariza-229

tion inside the cavity. Measurements were made230

for a variety of laser polarization states at the in-231

put of the cavity, these polarization states being232

determined by the entrance function measured in233

the previous step. Due to limitations of the lock-234

ing technique and electronics, it was not possible235

to sample the full region of laser polarization phase236

space. Nonetheless, it was possible to determine237

the cavity birefringence with reasonable precision.238

The polarization of the light exiting the cavity was239

measured using a PBS and rotating quarter-wave240
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plate. A non-polarizing beamsplitter (NPBS) was241

used to divert 50% of the beam power from the242

nominal laser path to this laser polarimeter. The243

NPBS had some small birefringence, which was244

measured prior to the cavity measurements.245

3. Once the cavity birefringence had been determined,246

the beamline was re-assembled and vacuum re-247

stored. The entrance function was measured once248

again (as in step 1) since the birefringence of the249

entrance had likely changed. Note that this is a250

strength of the back-reflection technique in that it251

can be employed with the cavity under vacuum.252

With the updated entrance function and knowledge253

of the cavity birefringence, the polarization inside254

the cavity was fully determined.255

During the CREX experiment, the bulk of the Comp-256

ton polarimeter data was taken with θQWP = 39.3 deg.257

and θHWP = 63.5 deg., resulting in a degree of circu-258

lar polarization inside the cavity of 99.99 +0.01/-0.25%.259

The primary contributions to the uncertainty in the laser260

polarization are: i) 0.05% from the observed time depen-261

dence of the polarization (monitored by a passive po-262

larimeter outside the cavity), ii) 0.03% due to uncertain-263

ties in the entrance function and cavity birefringence fit264

parameters, iii) 0.1% due to possible birefringent effects265

in the transmission through the 2nd cavity mirror (con-266

strained by direct measurement), and iv) 0.22% due to267

the residuals of the model that describes the polarization268

inside the cavity. The latter are shown in Fig. 3. We take269

the RMS of the residuals for the region Pcavity > 95.0% as270

an indication of the uncertainty due to the fitting tech-271

nique. The residuals are likely driven by the entrance272

function, which is extremely sensitive to the laser align-273

ment since small differences in the laser trajectory be-274

tween the forward-going and back-reflected beam could275

result in small changes in the birefringence experienced276

by the laser. Fig. 4 shows the model calculation of the277

circular polarization of the laser inside the cavity as a278

function of quarter-wave and half-wave plate angles.279

We expect the laser polarization measurements can be280

improved by placing the polarization analyzing optics281

(the PBS, QWP, and HWP) closer to the Fabry-Pérot282

cavity reducing effects due to non-overlapping incident283

and reflected laser beam trajectories. In addition, by us-284

ing the “power-balanced detection scheme” implemented285

in Ref. [20] we could capture all the reflected light from286

the cavity. This would also allow the cavity to be locked287

with arbitrary polarization allowing a much greater range288

of systematic studies.289

Note that in an early version of these Compton po-290

larimeter results used in [1], a systematic uncertainty291

of 0.45% was applied for the contribution of the laser292

polarization to the overall Compton polarimeter uncer-293

tainty. This larger uncertainty came primarily from the294

fact that the back-reflection technique allows for two so-295

lutions for the entrance function, which in turn allows two296

solutions for the Fabrey-Pérot cavity birefringence. The297
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most generic description of a birefringent optical element298

requires three degrees of freedom (two rotations and one299

phase) [21]. However, the birefringence of a Fabry-Pérot300

cavity with two identical mirrors can be expressed using301

the same form as a generic wave plate (with only two de-302

grees of freedom - one rotation and a phase) [22, 23]. Use303

of the more restricted expression for the cavity birefrin-304

gence would have allowed selection of a single solution305

for the cavity birefrigence. We chose to employ the more306

generic prescription, allowing for the possibility that the307

cavity mirrors were not in fact identical. Test measure-308

ments were taken during the CREX experiment which,309

after analysis improvements applied after the initial pub-310

lication of the CREX results, allowed unambiguous deter-311

mination of the correct entrance function solution (and312

cavity birefringence) resulting in the reduced uncertainty313

quoted here. The corresponding cavity birefringence pa-314
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rameters resulting from the physical entrance function315

solution turn out to be consistent with a generic wave316

plate description (with only two degrees of freedom), giv-317

ing further confidence in the result.318

The results of the test measurements are shown in319

Fig. 5. A series of Compton polarimeter runs were taken320

with the laser polarization deliberately changed from its321

nominal setting in order to test the model of the laser po-322

larization by comparing to the change in the measured323

Compton asymmetry. Analysis of these data was com-324

plicated by the fact that the electron beam polarization325

displayed some systematic time dependence for a subset326

of the runs. The later analysis removed the time de-327

pendence via a fit to the data that did not include the328

runs with modified laser polarization. After removal of329

this time dependence, the laser model solution shown in330

Fig. 5 was clearly preferred.331

The effective total phase retardation induced by the332

Fabry-Pérot cavity was determined as part of the cav-333

ity birefringence measurement and was found to be334

δeff =1.11± 0.10 deg. Measurements of this quantity335

have been performed for other cavities and are typi-336

cally expressed in terms of the phase retardation for337

a single reflection from the mirrors which is given by338

δcav = π
2F δmeas, where F is the cavity finesse. For the339

cavity in this work, δcav = (14.5± 1.3)× 10−5 deg., com-340

parable to Fabry-Pérot cavities using mirrors with similar341

reflectivity [23] (R ≈ 99.98%).342

IV. PHOTON DETECTOR343

The detector for the Compton scattered photons is a344

cylindrical cerium-doped Gd2SiO5 (GSO) crystal scintil-345

lator. The crystal is 6 cm in diameter and 15 cm long346

(10.9 radiation lengths). GSO was chosen for its short347

pulse duration and relatively high light yield for Comp-348

ton photons from GeV scale electrons, up to 158MeV for349

CREX [24, 25]. Effects from long duration light “after-350

glow” were shown to be negligible compared to a CREX351

integration window at 120Hz. The GSO scintillator is352

mounted on a motorized table which can be remotely353

moved horizontally and vertically to center the detector354

on or remove it from the photon flux. Attached flush355

to the end of the GSO crystal is a photomultiplier tube356

(PMT) which collects the scintillation light from the GSO357

and passes the signal to the data acquisition system [9].358

Upstream of the photon detector is a cylindrical lead359

collimator to reduce backgrounds from non-Compton360

processes. This collimator has an outer diameter of 8 cm,361

a thickness of 6 cm and a fixed aperture diameter of 2 cm362

and sits approximately 10 cm upstream of the photon de-363

tector with a fixed position. A 2 cm-diameter disk of364

250µm-thick lead is mounted on the front of the photon365

detector in order to absorb synchrotron radiation from366

the electron beam.367

The position of the photon detector relative to the col-368

limator was determined using two millimeter-thick tung-369

sten “fingers”, one horizontal placed 2 cm above, and one370

vertical placed 2 cm to the right of the central axis of the371

photon detector. Each finger includes a small scintillator372

attached behind to measure the rate from the Compton373

photons converting in the tungsten. By scanning the de-374

tector table vertically or horizontally, the profile of the375

photon rate can be determined and the detector centered376

on the maximum.377

Asymmetries from the Compton photon detector are378

formed using a thresholdless, energy-integrating tech-379

nique,380

Ameas =
Σ+ − Σ−

Σ+ +Σ− , (1)381

where Σ± is the total energy of Compton-scattered pho-382

tons, as measured in the photon detector for the + or −383

beam helicity during a helicity quartet. This is equal to384

the average analyzing power of Compton scattering mul-385

tiplied by the polarization of both the electron Pe and386

photon Pγ , Ameas = ⟨Ap⟩PePγ . Ideally, the analyzing387

power is an energy-weighted average calculated over the388

full energy spectrum of scattered photons389

⟨Ap⟩ideal =
∫ kmax

γ

0
Ap(kγ) kγ σ0(kγ) dkγ∫ kmax
γ

0
kγ σ0(kγ) dkγ

(2)390

where σ0 is the unpolarized cross-section as a function of391

scattered photon energy kγ . Experimentally, this quan-392

tity must be corrected for the acceptance ϵ(kγ) and av-393

erage response of the calorimeter R(kγ),394

⟨Ap⟩meas =

∫ kmax
γ

0
Ap(kγ) kγ ϵ(kγ)R(kγ)σ0(kγ) dkγ∫ kmax
γ

0
kγ ϵ(kγ)R(kγ)σ0(kγ) dkγ

(3)395

In practice, the photon spectrum was integrated with an396

upper limit of pulse size corresponding to approximately397

four times the maximum energy of a Compton scattered398

photon, which allowed for linear response measurements399

even in rare cases of pile-up detection of Compton scat-400

tering and background processes. The total integral of401

the photon detector signal was accumulated over each402

beam helicity window in a flash ADC (fADC) which sam-403

pled with 12 bit precision at 200MHz.404

In addition to the required “integrating mode” used for405

determination of the Compton asymmetries, the DAQ si-406

multaneously operates in “counting mode” which is used407

for detector diagnostics, rate calculations, and for ob-408

taining the energy spectrum of detected photons. In this409

mode, pulse integrals are calculated for a limited sample410

of pulses, triggered by a constant fraction discriminator411

using a copy of the photon detector signal. This distribu-412

tion can be compared to the known Compton-scattering413

energy spectrum and models of the detector response, for414

systematic studies. Energy spectra are available for every415

polarization measurement and additional, dedicated runs416

were intermittently taken with the physics target out of417

beam (to reduce background) and at higher PMT gain418

to make higher precision measurements of the Compton419

energy spectrum.420
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FIG. 5. Measurements of the beam polarization with modification to the degree of circular laser polarization. The figure on
the left shows measurements with fixed half wave plate (HWP) angle and varying quarter-wave plate (QWP) angle, while the
figure on the right shows measurements vs. HWP angle for two QWP settings. The beam polarization measurements have
been normalized to 1.0 for the nominal QWP/HWP setting of 39.3/63.5 degrees. The inner error bars on the points show
the statistical errors, increased by a factor of

√
1.3 to account for the slightly non-statistical behavior observed in the data

(see Sec. IV). The outer error bar shows the statistical uncertainty combined in quadrature with the uncertainties in the laser
polarization due to fitting of the birefringence parameters (generally larger for smaller laser polarization). The curves show the
predictions for the model of the laser polarization, with the shaded bands indicating the 0.22% fluctuation suggested by the fit
residuals.

Compton Asymmetry Calculation421

Backgrounds from the beam must be subtracted when422

calculating the asymmetry. The background is estimated423

by frequently taking data with the laser off (Fabry-Pérot424

cavity unlocked). The laser system was “cycled” through425

on and off approximately every two minutes by automat-426

ically locking and unlocking the laser cavity into and out427

of resonance. The photon detector data was analyzed in428

“laser cycles” containing one period of laser-on data, and429

the adjacent periods of laser-off data.430

The helicity-correlated differences are constructed for
the yield in each helicity pattern (∆ON & ∆OFF for laser-
on and laser-off periods respectively) as well as the total
yield sum (YON & YOFF for laser-on and laser-off peri-
ods respectively.) All of these quantities are pedestal
subtracted using pedestal values determined during fre-
quent electron beam-off periods. The Compton asymme-
tries are then calculated for each helicity quartet in both
laser states as

AON =
∆ON

YON − ⟨YOFF⟩
, (4)

AOFF =
∆OFF

⟨YON⟩ − ⟨YOFF⟩
, (5)

with the experimental Compton asymmetry for a laser431

cycle being432

Aexp = ⟨AON⟩ − ⟨AOFF⟩. (6)433

where the angle brackets ⟨⟩ denote an average over the434

full laser cycle under consideration. The helicity differ-435

ence, yield, and asymmetry data can be seen plotted for436

a typical laser cycle in Fig. 6.437
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FIG. 6. Histograms for quartet quantities in a typical laser
cycle. The events are divided into periods of “laser-on” and
“laser-off”, indicated by color. a) YON & YOFF, the photon
detector yield (sum of photon detector signals over 4 windows
of the helicity quartet) as function of time. Observable in the
laser-on period is a signal fluctuation due to a laser instability.
b) Histogram of detector yield. c) ∆ON & ∆OFF, the quartet
helicity difference of photon detector signal for laser-on and
laser-off periods. The difference is consistent with 0 for laser-
off. d) AON & AOFF, the asymmetries calculated as described
in the text.
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Determination of the Analyzing Power438

The analyzing power is determined using a Monte439

Carlo simulation incorporating realistic photon flux, col-440

limator and detector. This performs the integral in441

Eq. 3 including the energy dependent analyzing power442

and cross section known from QED including radiative443

corrections [26, 27] with the product of acceptance and444

response, ϵ(kγ)R(kγ), from the detector model.445

The experimental analyzing power depends on the446

alignment of the photon flux with the collimator aper-447

ture. If the central axis of the cone of scattered photons448

is offset from the central axis of the collimator then lower449

energy photons with larger production angles may be ab-450

sorbed in the collimator, leading to a distortion of the451

spectrum and an increase in the analyzing power. The452

effect on the Compton spectrum as this offset increases453

can be seen in simulation results in Fig. 7. This effect454

was observed during CREX, with the spectra from some455

runs showing this distortion. By comparing the measured456

spectral shape with the Monte Carlo spectrum the size457

of the offset and the effect on Ap could be estimated.458
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FIG. 7. Simulation of the spectrum of Compton photons in
GSO detector for different amounts of offset between the pho-
ton flux and the detector collimator. Offsets cause lower en-
ergy photons with larger production angles to be absorbed,
leading to a distortion of the spectrum. See text for details.

Figure 8 shows the analyzing power as a function of459

the photon flux offset. The change in analyzing power is460

negligible until the offset exceeds 5 mm, beyond which461

it increases rapidly. The beam position and trajectory,462

from which the back-scattered photon trajectory could463

in principle be calculated, is measured on the laser ta-464

ble using beam position monitors (BPM) upstream and465

downstream of the Compton interaction point. In prac-466

tice, this projection showed some inconsistency with the467

offsets estimated from spectra. We believe that this in-468

consistency is caused by a slow variation in the laser table469

height, with respect to the fixed collimator and photon470

detector, in response to changes in the atmospheric pres-471

sure interacting with the air cushion in the isolation legs.472
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FIG. 8. Average experimental analyzing power ⟨Ap⟩meas as
a function of offset between photon flux and collimator, as
determined by simulation. The curve is a simple polynomial
fit to the analyzing power.

A feedback mechanism keeps the electron beam position473

constant with respect to the BPMs, which are attached to474

the table, by adjusting the electric current in the chicane475

dipole magnets.476

Additional studies of the relative photon-collimator477

offset used the rapid variation in analyzing power at large478

offsets, relative to the high statistical precision of the479

polarimeter, to independently bound a possible average480

collimator offset. It is noted that a significant average481

position offset would also necessary imply large changes482

in Ap for small variations in the offset consistent with ex-483

pected beam position variations. These studies showed484

that the statistical consistency of the polarimeter data set485

over long timescales (χ2/ν = 1.3, Fig. 12) can rule out an486

average collimator offset large enough to produce a shift487

of δAp/AP > 0.2%. This bound, larger than the correc-488

tions implied by either the collimator centering calibra-489

tions or the BPM pointing during production running,490

was adopted as a limit of systematic uncertainty.491

LED Pulser492

The integrating measurement technique has the ben-493

efit of removing the sensitivity of the experimental Ap494

to knowledge of the absolute energy calibration of the495

GSO+PMT system. However, the measurement depends496

crucially on the linearity of the detector response over the497

range of pulse sizes and pulse rates.498

The PMT linearity can be tested in situ using a system499

of pulsed light emitting diodes (LEDs) built-in to the500

photon detector housing [28]. This “LED pulser” system501

works by flashing two LEDs in a repeating sequence with502

a frequency of 250 Hz. The flashing sequence has four503

parts: both LEDs flash simultaneously, each LED flashes504

individually, and then both LEDs remaining off. One of505

the two LEDs (“Variable”) is allowed to vary, decreasing506
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in brightness as the sequence progresses, while the other507

(“Delta”) stays at a fixed brightness. Once started, the508

flashing sequence is controlled by an automated circuit on509

the DAQ. The LED pulser sweeps the Variable LED from510

its maximum value above the Compton edge brightness511

down to zero, and the PMT light yield is recorded for512

each part of the LED sequence.513

The nonlinearity is given by514

ε =
Y (V +∆)− Y (V )

Y (∆)
− 1 (7)515

where Y (V ), Y (∆) and Y (V +∆) are the yields for the516

Variable, Delta and simultaneous flashing respectively.517

For a perfectly linear PMT, the nonlinearity function518

would be exactly 0 over the measured energy range. The519

extracted PMT nonlinearity can be seen in Fig. 9. A520

polynomial fit to the nonlinearity is used to apply a cor-521

rection in simulation, increasing the measured energy by522

up to 0.12%, depending on the energy. The nonlinear-523

ity of the PMT was found to contribute a 0.02% uncer-524

tainty to the polarization measurement. A “Dark Delta”525

LED outside the PMT housing is used to study potential526

cross-talk between the LEDs, which would invalidate the527

measurement principle. None was found.528
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FIG. 9. Photon detector PMT linearity function. Here the
deposited energy is scaled such that 1 is equivalent to the
Compton edge brightness. Each data point corresponds to a
separate Variable brightness.

There is a third (“Load”) LED in the PMT housing529

which shines at a constant brightness allowing the repli-530

cation of various loads. This is used to characterize the531

PMT “gain shift”, that is, a change in the PMT gain as a532

function of PMT rate or total brightness. The most sig-533

nificant effect of such a gain shift would be in the subtrac-534

tion of the background signal, due to the large variation535

in average illumination between laser-on and laser-off pe-536

riods. The PMT gain shift was characterized by mea-537

suring the pulse height with a constant LED brightness538

for loads corresponding to laser-on and laser-off running.539

The gain shift α was defined as:540

α =
Y ∆
ON − Y ∆

OFF

Y ∆
OFF

, (8)541

where Y ∆
ON is the reference pulse signal height with an av-542

erage load matching ⟨YON⟩ and Y ∆
OFF is the reference sig-543

nal pulse height with the average signal matching ⟨YOFF⟩.544

Given α, a correction can be applied to the Compton545

asymmetry as546

⟨Acorr⟩ =
⟨Aexp⟩+ αf∆OFF

1 + αfYOFF
, (9)547

where548

f =
1

YON − YOFF
. (10)549

This technique was applied to a similar PMT prior to550

the experiment and found to be α = 0.001. During the551

CREX experiment the system failed and beam data had552

to be used to determine an upper bound of α < 0.012.553

Through Eq. 9 this corresponds to a maximum relative554

change in asymmetry of 0.15%. No correction to the555

asymmetry was applied and the maximum bound was556

taken to be the uncertainty.557

V. RESULTS558

In total, the CREX Compton data set contained 15,232559

laser cycles, 14,498 of which passed data quality cuts on560

pedestal stability, minimum signal size, minimum sta-561

tistical power, consistent laser-off asymmetry and small562

charge-asymmetry.563

During experimental running, the relative polarization564

direction of the beam was flipped periodically as a means565

of controlling sources of systematic uncertainty for the566

CREX experiment. This flip would also change the sign567

of the polarization, and thus had to be analyzed sep-568

arately with a sign correction applied for the final po-569

larization analysis. These periods, known colloquially570

amongst the collaboration as “snails”1 provided an ag-571

gregated measurement of polarization over the span of572

approximately eight hours throughout the experiment.573

The average polarization for each snail was calculated as574

the uncertainty-weighted average of the measured laser575

cycle polarizations contained within that snail. The av-576

erage yields and asymmetries for each cycle in a typical577

snail are plotted in Fig. 10. The polarization measure-578

ment for a typical snail can be seen in Fig. 11.579

The polarization of the Jefferson Lab electron beam is580

known to vary slowly with time due to the dependence of581

1 The term “snail” corresponds roughly with data periods called
“slugs” in the CREX experiment, hence the name.
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the polarization on the quantum efficiency of the photo-582

cathode in the polarized beam source [29]. This was also583

observed during CREX, as can be seen in Fig. 12.584

This changing polarization may cause a dependence585

on the timescales at which the polarization correction is586

applied to the asymmetry data. The average polariza-587

tion for the experiment was determined by aggregating588

the data over various timescales, including averaging over589

the full run, snail-by-snail corrections, or interpolating a590

smoothed fit for each APV production slug. Results were591

found to vary by no more than 0.02%, which was assigned592

as the uncertainty due to the averaging timescale.593

Systematic uncertainties not discussed earlier include594

that from absolute beam energy and helicity correlated595

beam positions and unequal polarization in the two helic-596

ity states. The measurement of CREX beam energy was597

reported with a 0.05% relative uncertainty, correspond-598

ing to a 0.05% uncertainty in Ap.599

An unequal polarization in the two electron helicity600

states leads to a correction to the inferred polarization601

proportional to the size of the analyzing power multi-602

plied by half the difference in the polarization [9]. Mea-603

surements with the polarized electron source bound the604

difference in DOCP of the laser at the photocathode (and605

hence the electron beam polarization) to be < 1.2%. This606

leads to a maximum correction of 0.03%, which is used607

as the uncertainty.608

The measurement is very insensitive to position differ-609

ences. The electron beam waist at the interaction point610

decreases the size of the position differences. Average611

position differences over the run are consistent with zero.612

The electron beam position is locked to BPMs of the613

laser table to maximize the overlap of the electron and614

laser beams, which minimizes sensitivity to position dif-615

ferences. The correction for the measured position differ-616

ences averaged to < 0.01% over the whole run. A value617

of 0.01% was taken as the uncertainty.618

Source dP/P(%)
Laser polarization 0.25
Collimated spectrum distortion 0.20
Detector gain shift 0.15
Beam energy 0.05
Helicity state polarization difference 0.03
Detector nonlinearity 0.02
Averaging timescale 0.02
Position differences 0.01
Total 0.36

TABLE I. The final systematic uncertainties are dominated
by a knowledge of the laser polarization. See text for details.

The systematic uncertainties for the CREX Comp-619

ton measurement are summarized in Table I. The total620

systematic uncertainty on the Compton measurement is621

0.36% relative, making the Compton polarimetry result622

86.90 ± 0.31% (syst) ± 0.02% (stat).623

The beam polarization results from the Compton po-624

larimeter are shown in Fig. 12. Each measurement rep-625

resents one “snail” (discussed earlier) which is the er-626

ror weighted average over (typically) several hours of627

data. In addition to the Compton polarimeter, the628

CREX experiment made use of measurements from a629

Møller polarimeter to provide a second measurement of630

the beam polarization with independent systematic un-631

certainties. Averaged over the experiment, the polariza-632

tion as measured by the Møller polarimeter was found to633

be PM = 87.06 ± 0.74% [30]. The results were consis-634

tent between polarimeters and produces an uncertainty635

weighted average of Pb = 86.92± 0.29%.636
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FIG. 12. Measured beam polarization during the CREX experiment from the Compton polarimeter. Uncertainties are statistical
only. The observed changes in polarization are due to the to changes in the quantum efficiency of the photocathode which
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Future Developments637

Future parity-violation experiments in Hall A, such as638

MOLLER [31] (a measurement of APV in elastic electron-639

electron scattering) and PVDIS [32] (measurements of640

APV in deep inelastic electron scattering), will require641

electron beam polarimetry with a relative precision of642

0.4%. These future experiments will be run at beam ener-643

gies of 11 GeV and 6.6 GeV, which provide substantially644

larger asymmetries and a peak energy for back-scattered645

photons that is a larger fraction of the beam energy, com-646

pared to the CREX measurement. In this way, the higher647

beam energies should be expected to provide similar or648

improved control of systematic uncertainties in Compton649

polarimetry. The addition of an electron detector in the650

Hall A Compton polarimeter will be particularly useful651

at these higher energies. As noted above, there are also652

further improvements which can be made in the deter-653

mination of the laser polarization. In addition, it will be654

important to minimize slow drifts of the laser table and655

implement a method of tracking the table position. This656

may be particularly important at higher beam energies657

where smaller collimating apertures may be needed to658

reduce the impact of synchrotron radiation.659

VI. CONCLUSION660

The polarization of the electron beam was continu-661

ously measured during the running of the CREX ex-662

periment via Compton polarimetry to a precision of663

dP/P = 0.36%, reducing the impact of this uncertainty664

below other significant contributions to the total uncer-665

tainty in the CREX result. This result achieves, for the666

first time, the precision required for the high profile fu-667

ture parity-violation in Hall A.668
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